
AnyDate™, the complete date simulator for 
your Power Systems™ running IBM i, is a 

time machine for your system. With AnyDate, 
you can simulate any date and time between the 
years 1928 and 2071, allowing you to run date- 
or time-sensitive applications without resetting 
your system date. And, because your date and 
time overrides are restricted to the job that initi-
ates AnyDate, it is safe to use when other jobs 
are running on the System i®.

AnyDate Lets You Control 
System i Time
Jump Into The Future
Want to see the effect when System i applica-
tions run in the future? AnyDate is the perfect 
way to test them. Use it any-time you need to 
simulate a future date and time.

Return To The Past
Sometimes you need to rerun historical reports 
that use the system date as a parameter. For 
example, if last weekend’s production jobs  
failed, you can use AnyDate to restart them  
with the appropriate date value. 

Stop The Clock
Use AnyDate when you need to freeze the sys-
tem date or time in a job stream as part of your 
procedure testing.

Cross Time Zones
If your System i is part of a network of systems 
spread across different time zones, you can use 
AnyDate to show the correct time and date at 
each location.

AnyDate Is Easy To Install And Use
AnyDate installs in minutes and is easy to start 
from both interactive and batch jobs. You con-
trol it by using two basic commands:

OVRSYSDATE (Override System Date) 
Starts the job with the simulated values 
you specify. 

DLTDATEOVR (Delete Date Override)  
Ends the date simulation and returns the 
job to normal system values.

You simply enter the OVRSYSDATE com-
mand at a command line to run applications 
with a simulated date. Or, you can schedule 
AnyDate using a batch job scheduler, such 
as Robot/SCHEDULE, or run it in a CL 
procedure. Just use OVRSYSDATE as the 
first command in your job definition and 
DLTDATEOVR as the last command. To 
show you how easy it is to use, AnyDate is 
shipped with several test programs.

AnyDate Lets You Pick The Date
See how easy it is to run your System i jobs 
anytime in the past, present, or future with 
AnyDate. 
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